Laurel Bridge Picnic Area, located on London Ranger District, is the nearest lake access point to I-75 and Corbin, KY. Visitors come to enjoy the scenic views of cliffs bordering Laurel River Lake. Trails, fishing and boating nearby. A picnic shelter is also available and can be reserved by calling the London Office. If not reserved, it is available first come first served. Visitors may use the picnic tables, grills, baseball diamond, volleyball court, a picnic shelter, restrooms, and a boat ramp.

Quads: Corbin and Vox  
County: Laurel  
Closest Town: Corbin

Three Sisters Rock Trail is a 1-mile loop trail. It is an easy walk with several rest benches. There are a few connecting paths with stairs. An overlook provides a view of Three Sisters Rock, a prominent bluff on the opposite side of the lake. The trail begins and ends at the Laurel Bridge Picnic Shelter.

Laurel Bridge Boat Ramp provides access to the upper arm of Laurel River Lake. The Laurel Bridge Recreation Area is the nearest lake access point to I-75 and Corbin.

CLIFF DIVING IS DANGEROUS! Fluctuating lake levels make it difficult to determine the depth of submerged rocks and ledges. Swimmers can enjoy a safer swim at the developed swimming area located at Laurel River Dam.

Food Storage Required

Visitors in developed sites must store food, garbage and other odorous items that may attract bears in a bear-resistant container, inside their vehicle, or in an enclosed hard-body trailer. Backcountry campers must suspend food, garbage and odorous items at least 10 feet off the ground and four feet away from any tree or pole. All food leftovers and trash must be properly disposed of in a bear-resistant trash receptacle or other container where provided by the Forest Service.

CLIFF DIVING IS DANGEROUS! Fluctuating lake levels make it difficult to determine the depth of submerged rocks and ledges. Swimmers can enjoy a safer swim at the developed swimming area located at Laurel River Dam.

Food Storage Required

Visitors in developed sites must store food, garbage and other odorous items that may attract bears in a bear-resistant container, inside their vehicle, or in an enclosed hard-body trailer. Backcountry campers must suspend food, garbage and odorous items at least 10 feet off the ground and four feet away from any tree or pole. All food leftovers and trash must be properly disposed of in a bear-resistant trash receptacle or other container where provided by the Forest Service.

You are responsible for your own safety.

All outdoor activities have inherent risks and you may encounter a variety of unexpected and/or dangerous conditions. It is your responsibility to be informed and take precautions. Learn more at www.fs.usda.gov/r8.
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